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- MakuluLinux 2020 Flash Run Through [1]

  In this video, we are looking at MakuluLinux 2020 Flash edition.

- FLOSS Weekly 572: f-droid [2]

  F-Droid is an installable catalog of FOSS (Free and Open Source Software) applications for the Android platform. F-Droid is also a whole FOSS "app store kit", providing all the tools needed to set up and run an app store. It also includes complete build and release tools for managing the process of turning app source code into published builds.

- Pandemic Edition [3]

  Doc Searls and Katherine Druckman talk to Kyle Rankin, Petros Koutoupis, and Shawn Powers about the new realities we're facing as a result of COVID-19.

- 2020-04-01 | Linux Headlines [4]

  Canonical and MariaDB both enter the managed apps market, the WordPress 5.4 release expands its block-based editor, and Mozilla partners with another online monetization company while putting up cash in the fight against COVID-19.
Links:
[1] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAHkFYBVM74